A discriminator circuit uses dual current sources charging a capacitor to produce an output timing edge a fixed time after the starting corner of the input pulse, nearly independent of risetime and threshold setting.
in the microsecond range is described.
Background
Obtaining a good timing information from slow-rising pulses is an old problem in pulse spectroscopy, and one of renewed interest in connection with high-energy calorimeters.
In this type of detector the output pulse may have a long risetime for many reasons; for instance, 1. It may be derived from many proportional chamber wires ganged together, with varying drift times to the sense wires for any given particle trajectory.
2. The preamplifier is often deliberately designed to integrate the incoming charge. The output trailing edge will then occur at a fixed time after the "true" start of the pulse; the leading edge, at the instant the pulse crosses V T' The capacitor is discharged by a clamp controlled by D.
If the leading edge is not exactly linear, the trailing edge will "walk" somewhat with risetime and/or threshold changes. This can be mitigated, for any given assortment of pulses, by making il and i2 somewhat unequal.
Comparison with the timing techniques mentioned above would have to be done experimentally in any given case; however, we can make two gen- that pin 3 will remain more negative than pin 2 until both current sources are off. The bias potentiometer allows us to adjust for minimum delay for a given assortment of input pulses, and also to equalize several discriminators.
A typical input pulse spectrum will include some that manage to turn on the current sources but not long enough to fire the comparator. A leakage resistor must be provided to discharge the capacitor in this case;
it must be large enough so that the departure from linearity of the exponential curve is small. This will be true if The nonlinearity correction is made empirically using a pulser set to the longest risetime expected. Adjust the potentiometer until the trailing edge is at the same place with an input just above threshold as it is with a large input, At the correct setting, the trailing edge will wander back and forth slightly as the input amplitude range is swept out.
The output may be used in a variety of ways. In our application, we wish to time several signals to an accelerator beam gate; accordingly the trailing edge is used to clock a D-type flip-flop to which the gate is applied as "data".
Performance Figure 3 shows some tests with artificial pulses; all three photos were taken without changing the discriminator settings. The point here is that the timing edge walks by s 10 nsec for a range of risetimes and amplitudes giving a leading-edge variation of 350 nsec.
Two discriminators were used to detect cosmic ray coincidences between the top and bottom sextants of the MAC calorimeter at PEP. 
